This product meets EPA RRP requirements ONLY if it is used with a certified HEPA vacuum specifically designed for hazardous materials. It can be used to capture non-hazardous dust with any high-quality shop vacuum.

DO NOT use this product for sanding any surface with lead, asbestos, or other hazardous materials, unless it is properly connected to a certified HEPA vacuum that is designed specifically for hazardous materials.

DO NOT use a HEPA vacuum that is designed for "fine dust" and/or "allergens" to collect hazardous material dust particles. While technically, still a HEPA filter, they do not provide the level of protection, mandated by government regulations, that a Certified HEPA filter does.

CAUTION:

ChipBuddie™ Turbo Drywall Sander

HEPAPack™ CutBuddie
BitBuddie™

Ask About Our Other Great Dustless® Products!

DUST SHROUD PRO

• Easy to install
• Captures up to 99% of airborne dust
• Fits most 6”-9” hand grinders
• Clear polycarbonate for improved visibility
• Removable lip for grinding against a wall
• Brush skirt improves dust collection

Universal Dust Shroud For Hand Grinders

Includes:
1 clear polycarbonate shroud
1 18” flexible Hose
3 height adjustment spacers

Great for Painting/Renovation, Construction, Wood Flooring, Automotive/Marine, Industrial

CAPTURES 99% OF DUST

UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR FITS 6” & 9” GRINDERS

CLEAR POLYCARBONATE FOR BETTER VISIBILITY

BRUSH SKIRT IMPROVES DUST COLLECTION

DUSTLESSTOOLS.COM

DUST SHROUD PRO

Dustie®

Dustless® Vacuums

Dustless® HEPA Vacuum

Wet+Dry DustlessVac®

We give you better ways to deal with dust

Compare Dustless® to Typical Shop Vacuums

Features

Dustless System
Other System

Ability to change between wet and dry vacuuming without stopping to change filters.

✔ Patented filtration system enables cleaning of internal filters without opening the unit to keep dust inside the canister.

✔ Patented filtration system designed specifically to contain extremely fine dust from dry wall and concrete cutting.

✔ WunderBag™ micro pre-filter captures particles down to 0.5 micron to keep internal filters clean.

✔ Machine-washable fabric filters designed to last the life of the machine.

✔